
 
   



� Questionnaire sur la biennale genre et géographie 

 

� Votre avis nous intéresse :  

 

� Dans un premier temps, pouvez-vous présenter en quelques lignes , 

� Comment en êtes-vous venus à vous intéresser à la notion de genre? 

� Comment abordez-vous les questions de genre ?  

� Avec quel point de vue ?  

� Dans quel champ thématique ? 

� Selon vous, en quoi l’organisation d’une biennale genre et géographie 

par les chercheurs français est-elle importante ? 
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Survey on “Biennial on gender and geography”    

 
 
 

� In a first time, Could you introduce yourself in a fewIn a first time, Could you introduce yourself in a fewIn a first time, Could you introduce yourself in a fewIn a first time, Could you introduce yourself in a few    lines ?lines ?lines ?lines ?    
� How did you become interested in the notion ofHow did you become interested in the notion ofHow did you become interested in the notion ofHow did you become interested in the notion of    gender?gender?gender?gender?    
� How do you question the notion of gender? How do you question the notion of gender? How do you question the notion of gender? How do you question the notion of gender?     
� WithWithWithWith    which point of view? which point of view? which point of view? which point of view?     
� In what specifics themes?In what specifics themes?In what specifics themes?In what specifics themes?    
� What is your principal idea on the notion of genderWhat is your principal idea on the notion of genderWhat is your principal idea on the notion of genderWhat is your principal idea on the notion of gender    which leads your work? which leads your work? which leads your work? which leads your work? 

What are your What are your What are your What are your actualactualactualactual    questions about the notion of gender?questions about the notion of gender?questions about the notion of gender?questions about the notion of gender?    
� In what way, for you, the organization of a genderIn what way, for you, the organization of a genderIn what way, for you, the organization of a genderIn what way, for you, the organization of a gender    and geography biennial by and geography biennial by and geography biennial by and geography biennial by 

the Frenchthe Frenchthe Frenchthe French’’’’s researcherss researcherss researcherss researchers    is important ?is important ?is important ?is important ?    
 
Interviews - 
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